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Summary:
It is always a pain in the neck when you run out of ink while printing a very important docume

Undoubtedly, computer parts and accessories cost a lot. And you usually don´t realize when the
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Article Body:
It is always a pain in the neck when you run out of ink while printing a very important docume

Undoubtedly, computer parts and accessories cost a lot. And you usually don´t realize when the

Ink refilling is popular nowadays, that it has even given birth to lots of ink-refilling stati
Anybody who can read a manual would surely be able to get on with the task. Below is the list

A place with a close access to running water is the best place to do the refilling. This is so
The amount of ink to be refilled varies on the size of the cartridge. The cartridge states how
In your ink-refilling kit, a syringe is provided to draw the ink (of any color) to refill the

To transfer the ink from the syringe into the cartridge, there must be a very tiny hole (the s

The newly created holes need not be sealed after refilling, as it would look like the other ˆb

Left over ink inside the syringe can be returned to its original bottle. The syringe must be p

To make sure ink is not dripping out of the sponge, turn the cartridge upside down. Replace th

Few important things to remember:
It would be best to refill a near-empty cartridge than a totally empty one as dried up ink mig
It would be best to let refilled ink cartridge stand overnight to let the newly injected ink e

It would be best to poke a tiny hole on top of the cartridge with UTMOST care so as not to cau

It would be best to inspect the cartridges to be refilled because there are some ink cartridge
It would be best to check the cartridge (especially the newer models) for the green chip that
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